
 

 

‘In the novel Burial Rites, prejudice is a stronger force than truth.’ Discuss  

Hannah Kent, in her speculative fiction novel, Burial Rites, explores the influence prejudice against 
Agnes Magnusdottir, the last person to be executed in Iceland, had on shaping the judgement of the 
‘truth’ of her life. Through blending narrative perspectives, contrasting biased official documents 
with Agnes’ emotional recount, Kent exposes the dominating nature of prejudice over truth in the 
brutal 19th century Iceland where “how other people think of you determines who you are”. While 
societal and patriarchal discrimination stripped Agnes of her voice and her version of the truth, 
Agnes is granted an “audience to her life’s lonely narrative” where her truth is accepted thus finding 
belonging. 

Kent condemns the lack of opportunity those low on the hierarchal class system are awarded, and 
their inability to further themselves in 19th century Iceland. Due to her mother’s reputation for 
sleeping around and her lack of a husband, Agnes was harshly judged by the public, fated to follow 
in her footsteps. Even among servants, Agnes is regarded as inferior, therefore her ambition of 
“bettering herself” is condemned by many resulting in Agnes being cast aside as she is deemed a 
threat for aspiring for more in life. Due to Agnes’ public perception, the truth of Natan’s death is 
obscured by her reputation. Dagga, when speaking of Agnes confidently asserts that Agnes “always 
has it in her”, characterising Agnes as malicious despite not knowing her personally, only “know[ing] 
of her”. Dagga, however, is contradictory in her assessment of Natan, she dismisses rumours about 
the “good Natan Ketilsson”, justifying it as “just something people say”. Dagga’s condemnation for 
Agnes stems from the public contempt of Agnes, however her validation of Natan stems not from 
acceptance of him, but his social status through his connections with the wealthy. Roslin also has 
contrasting perceptions on Natan and Agnes, depicting Natan as a “noble Icelander” and Agnes as a 
“murderess”. In her haste to spread rumours, Roslin animatedly describes how Agnes “stabbed 
Natan eighteen times” and how she graphically “plunged the knife into his eye socket,” despite there 
being no evidence to indicate either occurrence. The rumours Roslin has heard are a product of 
societal prejudice against Agnes, the stories that have compounded until she is portrayed as a 
malicious monster are spread, rather than the ones containing facts and concrete evidence. The 
discrimination and judgement from both Dagga and Roslin represents the rampant and insistent 
spread of rumours and the affect that has on distorting the truth.  

Not only is societal prejudice condemning Agnes, but the force of political prejudice from officials’ 
obscure judgement of the truth. The willed ignorance of Blondal in obtaining evidence to persecute 
Agnes results in a more widespread view of Agnes as a “monster”. While Blondal is discriminatory 
against Agnes, he also favours both Natan and Sigga for personal reasons and punishes Agnes more 
harshly as a result. Blondal’s personal feelings towards the victim, Natan, who “healed his wife”, 
compels him to punish Anges more severely while also clouding his judgement of the case. Further 
highlighting his clouded view, his appeal for Sigga to be excused as she is “simple-minded” and can’t 
possibly fathom the thought of murdering two men is pushed by Blondal as she “reminds him of his 
wife”. Blondal’s eagerness to condemn Agnes isn’t just due to his personal feelings for the victim, he 
also sees it as “an opportunity for our community to witness the consequences for grave 
misdemeanour.” His cold and brutal tone exposes his disregard for justice and his desperate attempt 
to intimidate the community into remaining complacent. Blondal’s opinion of Agnes, the 
preconceived notion that she is “practiced in deception” and his absolute certainty that she 
committed a “cold blooded attack on two defenceless men,” reflects the opinions of court officials 
resulting in a subjective trial where Agnes’ words were wrought into something “sinister” to make 
her seem “malevolent”. Both Blondal and officials wanted to use Agnes’ execution as an example, in 
order for their power to remain, causing the historical documents to be subjective rather than a 
factual recount like it should be. A court document from the supreme court trials of 1829 littered 
with opinions framed with “it is said” and “believed” expose the ramifications biases have on even 
official documents. G Johnson, in his letter to Blondal, explicitly details that farmers are “obligated” 
to attend Agnes’ execution in a place where “others may see it in all directions.” Blondal, in his reply, 



 

 

coldly describes how “everything was appropriately quiet and well ordered,” contrasting the 
emotional last scene. Kent reveals the undermined 1820 Iceland’s justice system through the 
officials’ focus on making an example of Agnes, rather than finding the truth of Natan’s death results 
in. 

While for majority of Agnes’ life, prejudice and her tarnished reputation has resulted in her inability 
to find acceptance or even a voice, the family at Kornsa give Anges a sense of belonging before her 
looming execution. Kent upholds the cathartic nature of storytelling for the bonds it is able to form 
between the storyteller and the audience. At first, the family at Kornsa also let their prejudice and 
rumours dictate their feelings towards Agnes, referring to her as a “criminal” and “murderess,” 
seeing her simply as a “monster.” Kent’s characterisation of Margret as rational allows her to have 
some semblance of sympathy for Agnes, stemming not only from the abuse she’d endured at the 
hands of cruel officers, but also her status as a “landless work maid raised on a porridge of moss and 
poverty.” Margret’s more rational thinking disallows her from being consumed and blinded by 
rumours allowing her to be more open minded towards Agnes’ version of events. Margret is harsh 
towards Agnes when she first arrives, coldly stating that she “has no need for a criminal, only a 
servant.” While harsh, Margret gives Agnes a sense of purpose with her new identity as a servant, 
rather than being branded a criminal like she has been everywhere else. Through overhearing Agnes’ 
stories to Toti, and transitioning to being the sole audience to her story, Margret attains the truth of 
the situation and frees Agnes of her punitive labels, asserting that Agnes is “not a monster.” Not only 
does Margret accept Agnes, she offers Agnes a maternal love, something she’s been denied 
throughout her life due to tragedy. Margret’s reassuring words when comforting Agnes that she will 
“remember” her connect to her remark earlier that “a mother always thinks of her children,” 
suggesting that the bond between Margret and Agnes has transformed into one akin to mother and 
daughter. Reinforcing this idea is Margret’s “my girl,” claiming Agnes as if she were her own, giving 
Agnes a place where she belongs and is not discriminated against. While Agnes is condemned by 
both the public and officials due to prejudice, through storytelling, she is able to find a family where 
she is accepted and loved where truth isn’t blighted by bias. 

While ultimately, Kent portrays Agnes as able to find her voice in a place where she is accepted, 
throughout her life, prejudice against Agnes contributes to her misfortune. By depicting people’s 
opinions of Agnes being based on preconceived thoughts and how those opinions contribute to her 
condemnation, Kent exposes how prejudice is a stronger force than truth for many. Yet she portrays 
love as able to overcome prejudice, allowing for the residents of Kornsa to learn of Agnes’ truth. 
Kent ultimately disapproves of a society where bias stands in the way of truth.  

 


